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SECTION 8 SECTION 8 !! CIRCUIT-MODE SERVICES CIRCUIT-MODE SERVICES

8.1 CCIRCUITIRCUIT--MODE VOICE SIGNALLING PROTOCOLSMODE VOICE SIGNALLING PROTOCOLS

8.1.1 GeneralGeneral.  The circuit-mode logic processes defined in [Part I, 8] represent the minimum set
of protocol interactions necessary to ensure interoperability of aircraft earth stations (AESs) and ground earth
stations (GESs) operating in the safety service.  The protocol interactions necessary to support air and
ground-originated calls arriving at the AES or GES are defined via separate signalling procedures in each.

8.1.2 SpecialSpecial logic for air-originations logic for air-originations.  The AES and GES air-origination procedures differ from
prevalent aeronautical mobile-satellite service (AMSS) signalling procedures for the non-safety service.  The
aeronautical mobile-satellite (route) service (AMS(R)S) procedures are specially designed to achieve
enhanced and consistent call set-up times for air-originated voice calls at the safety priorities (i.e. distress/
urgency, flight safety, and regularity/meteorological) with minimal performance impact from other AMSS
traffic.

8.1.3 Link layer servicesLink layer services.  Circuit-mode services use the R, P, and C channel sub-band link layer
protocols defined in [Part I, 5 and 6] for all call signalling information exchanged between the AES and GES.
This information is exchanged with the link layer via circuit-mode link interface data units (CM-LIDUs).  Link
layer services perform conversions between CM-LIDUs and the respective AMS(R)S circuit-mode signalling
units (SUs).  In all cases, only the direct link service (DLS) is used since circuit-mode services are responsible
for recovering from missing SUs.

8.1.4 Air-origination proceduresAir-origination procedures

8.1.4.1 Aircraft earth station (AES) procedureAircraft earth station (AES) procedure

8.1.4.1.1 The AES commences an air-origination by transmitting to the GES a series of four, three, or
two contiguous “abbreviated access request” CM-LIDUs.  The series length is determined by whether the call
priority is distress/urgency, flight safety, or regularity/meteorological respectively.  The purpose of the
multiple transmissions is to mitigate the effects of an SU lost due to R channel collisions.  The AES then
awaits receipt from the GES of a C channel assignment CM-LIDU for a period of tA50 seconds.  This
sequence will be repeated four times before aborting the call attempt.  Calls aborted by the AES in this
manner must be reattempted by the user.

8.1.4.1.2 At the instant at which the call origination begins, if sufficient AES resources for the call are
not available due to blockage attributable to a lower priority call at the AES, the AES will defer pre-emption
of these resources and proceed as per 8.1.4.1.1 until a C channel assignment is received from the GES.  This
will allow the AES to make a proper pre-emption decision based on the exact EIRP assignment from the
GES.  Upon receipt of the C channel assignment, all required AES C channel resources (i.e. channel unit and
AES EIRP) are pre-empted from a lower priority call (if necessary) and allocated to the call.  This is followed
immediately by further signalling and continuity checks on the C channel sub-band while the GES is engaged
in completing the call to the ground destination.  

Note.! As a secondary benefit, by requiring that the AES defer pre-emption until a C channel assignment is
received, the future development of an alternative procedure incorporating reuse of an existing C channel is
facilitated.
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8.1.4.1.3 The “abbreviated access request” CM-LIDU contains all digits of the fixed-length 10-digit
AMS(R)S ground address.  Providing this information concurrent with the access request allows the GES to
begin forward completion of the call across the ground network while it proceeds simultaneously with
C channel establishment.  These address digits are repeated on the C channel sub-band as “call information
! service address” CM-LIDUs which serve as a basis for the C channel continuity check procedure.
However, their presence in these CM-LIDUs serves no purpose for the AMS(R)S air-origination procedure
other than to allow the AES to interwork with a GES which supports prevalent non-safety AMSS circuit-mode
procedures rather than the SARPs-specific air-origination procedure.

8.1.4.2 Ground earth station (GES) procedureGround earth station (GES) procedure

8.1.4.2.1 Upon receipt of an “abbreviated access request” CM-LIDU from an AES, the GES
immediately allocates C channel resources and responds with a “C channel assignment” CM-LIDU.
Simultaneously, the GES analyzes the network-ID contained in the access request and begins forward call
completion across the selected ground network.  It is necessary that the GES perform forward call completion
while the C channel is being established so that the over-all delay in completing the call to the ground
destination is minimized from the viewpoint of the aircraft user.

8.1.4.2.2 The GES circuit-mode procedure monitors the status of the from-aircraft C channel carrier
throughout the call.  Loss of carrier for more than tG13 seconds will result in termination of the call by the
GES.  When this happens, the GES will send six “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs during this
phase so as to ensure that the AES's call state is cleared.  If the AES carrier were to reappear (possibly
indicative of anomalous propagation conditions non-conducive to call continuance) the GES will attempt to
again clear the AES call by sending six additional “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs on the
C channel sub-band and one on the P channel.

8.1.4.2.3 When the GES passes the forward call origination to the selected ground network, it must
also convey the call priority and the AES and terminal IDs of the originator.  This will ensure that the ground
network can be sensitive to the call's priority during routing; and that the ground user is always advised of the
identity of the originator so as to facilitate return calls to aircraft that a controller may not otherwise be aware
of.  In those cases where a call is blocked due to an engaged (busy) condition at the ground destination the
GES may, as an option, (1) interpret a specific backward signal from the ground network which indicates that
the call attempt has been recorded at the ground destination and then (2) forward a corresponding CM-LIDU
to the AES.  This is accomplished by a specific combination of cause codes in the “call progress ! channel
release” CM-LIDU and the BITE 16 telephony event at the interworking interfaces with the external aircraft
and terrestrial networks.  This will serve to alert an aircrew that a ground user has been alerted to the
existence of the unsuccessful call attempt and has been provided the information necessary to initiate a return
call at a later time.

8.1.5 Ground-origination proceduresGround-origination procedures

8.1.5.1 Ground earth station (GES) procedureGround earth station (GES) procedure

8.1.5.1.1 Upon receipt of a call origination from a ground network, the GES commences a
ground-origination by allocating GES resources to the call and then sending to the AES via the P channel a
“call announcement” CM-LID followed by a “C channel assignment” CM-LID.  The GES will then await
receipt of the from-aircraft C channel carrier prior to conducting a continuity check on the C channel
sub-band.  The AES will initiate the continuity check by sending a “call progress ! test” CM-LIDU to which
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the GES will respond with a “call progress ! test” CM-LIDU every tG35 seconds until the call is either
completed to the aircraft destination or terminated unsuccessfully (e.g. destination busy, call clearing, etc.).
The AES will acknowledge receipt of a “call progress ! test” CM-LIDU, thereby completing the continuity
check, by sending either a positive “telephony acknowledge” CM-LIDU or a “call progress ! connect”
CM-LIDU.  (The latter will have been sent in lieu of the former if the aircraft user answered the call
immediately after the continuity check procedure.)  The GES will react to either CM-LIDU by forwarding an
“address complete” BITE to the ground network and, in the case of the latter CM-LIDU, an “answer” BITE
as well.  At this point the talk phase of the call may proceed.

8.1.5.1.2 The GES will monitor the status of the C channel for the duration of the call.  If a “call
progress ! connect” CM-LIDU is received during this phase and subsequent to the completion of the
continuity check phase, the GES will forward an “answer” BITE to the ground network and maintain the
C channel.  The GES monitors the status of the from-aircraft C channel carrier throughout the call.  Loss of
carrier for more than tG19 seconds will result in termination of the call by the GES. When this happens, the
GES will send six “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs during this phase so as to ensure that the
AES's call state is cleared.  If the AES carrier were to reappear (possibly indicative of anomalous propagation
conditions non-conducive to a usable call) the GES will attempt to again clear the AES call by sending twelve
additional “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs on the C channel sub-band and one on the P channel.

8.1.5.1.3 If the GES receives a “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDU (indicating that the aircraft
user has terminated the call) the GES will forward a “clear back” BITE to the ground network and terminate
the call.  Similarly, if the GES receives a “clear forward” FITE from the ground network (indicating that the
ground user has terminated the call) the GES will send six “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs over
the C channel sub-band and then monitor the AES to ensure that it has terminated its from-aircraft C channel
carrier.  

8.1.5.1.4 Events such as unsuccessful continuity checks and call clearing will result in the eventual
termination of C channel transmissions from the AES.  While these various termination events are
progressing, the GES will monitor the from-aircraft carrier to ensure that the AES is performing similar call
termination activities.  If the from-aircraft carrier has not terminated within tG17 seconds after the
transmission of an initial series of “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs, the GES will send twelve
additional of these CM-LIDUs via the C channel sub-band and a thirteenth via the P channel.  If these
transmissions are not successful in causing the AES to terminate its C channel transmission within tG18
seconds after the last transmission, the GES will terminate all call activities unilaterally.

8.1.5.2 Aircraft earth station (AES) procedureAircraft earth station (AES) procedure

8.1.5.2.1 An incoming call to an AES is announced by the receipt of “call announcement” and
“C channel assignment” CM-LIDUs.  Since these are sent on the direct link service, circuit-mode services
implements an error recovery procedure whereby the AES can infer that one of these CM-LIDUs is missing
(e.g. due to bit errors on the P channel) and request that it be repeated by the GES.  The AES initiates the
request by transmitting an appropriately encoded “telephony acknowledge” CM-LIDU via the R channel.
When an AES has received a “call announcement” CM-LIDU and its associated “C channel assignment”
CM-LIDU it will initially verify that the called terminal is available and that adequate C channel resources
(i.e. channel unit and AES EIRP) are either available or pre-emptable.  If the foregoing requirements are not
all met the AES will send an appropriately encoded “call progress ! call attempt result” CM-LIDU via the
R channel and then terminate all activities for the call.  Otherwise, it will activate a C channel unit on the
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assigned C channel frequency pair and begin the C channel continuity check procedure by sending a “call
progress ! test” CM-LIDU via the C channel sub-band.
   
8.1.5.2.2 The AES will send an additional “call progress ! test” CM-LIDU every tA26 seconds for
tA41 seconds until an identical CM-LIDU is received from the GES.  This constitutes a successful continuity
check and will immediately cause the AES to (1) enable the voice circuit between the aircraft voice channel
and the C channel unit, (2) forward a “call origination” FITE to the aircraft destination, and (3) send a
“telephony acknowledge” CM-LIDU via the C channel sub-band to the GES.  The AES will then await tA42
seconds for the aircraft destination to answer the call.  If the call is not answered within this time period the
AES will clear the call toward the aircraft destination, send six “call progress ! channel release” CM-LIDUs
to the GES, and then terminate the call.  Otherwise, if the aircraft destination answers within this time limit
the AES will send a “call progress ! connect” CM-LIDU to the GES and maintain the C channel during the
talk phase of the call. 

8.1.5.2.3 When the “call progress ! connect” CM-LIDU is sent, the AES will initiate an error recovery
procedure to ensure its receipt at the GES.  (The talk phase progresses in the interim.)  Timer tA26 is used
to implement a transmission repeat cycle for this CM-LIDU which must result in receipt at the AES of a
“telephony acknowledge” CM-LIDU within tA30 seconds of the original transmission.  Failure to receive the
acknowledgement within tA30 seconds will cause the AES to terminate the call.  

8.2 IINTERWORKING OF CIRCUITNTERWORKING OF CIRCUIT--MODE SERVICES WITH OTHER VOICE NETWORKSMODE SERVICES WITH OTHER VOICE NETWORKS

8.2.1 AMS(R)SAMS(R)S circuit-mode procedures circuit-mode procedures.  A standardized set of circuit-mode procedures within
the AES and GES implement the AMS(R)S circuit-mode protocols and provide specific interfaces with
non-AMS(R)S telephony interworking procedures.  The AMS(R)S circuit-mode procedures correspond to
specific AES and GES circuit-mode processes and represent the highest level of functionality contained in the
AMS(R)S SARPs.  The interworking procedures, although physically contained within the AES and GES
equipment, represent the initial “layer” of functionality immediately adjacent to and external from the
AMS(R)S circuit-mode procedures.  The interworking procedures represent the functional area where specific
conversions between the AMS(R)S circuit-mode procedures and user or service provider-specific signalling
implementations are effected.  The interworking protocol between the AMS(R)S circuit-mode procedures and
the interworking procedures is defined using a standard set of interworking telephony events.

8.2.2 InterworkingInterworking with external telephony systems with external telephony systems.  Interworking is the controlled transfer of
signalling information across the interface between different signalling systems where the significance of the
information is identical or where the significance is translated in a defined manner.   

8.2.2.1 Interworking protocol basisInterworking protocol basis.  The interworking protocol is defined through the use of a set
of forward and backward interworking telephone events (FITEs & BITEs).  The interworking telephone
events that are used herein to define the interworking protocol are a subset derived from the standardized
definitions contained in CCITT Recommendation Q.608.  Defining the interworking protocols on the basis on
FITEs and BITEs is in conformance with standard telephony system practice.  It should be noted that the use
of FITEs and BITEs is merely a convenient nomenclature and in no way places dependencies on specific
equipment implementations.  

8.2.2.1.1 FITEFITE.  A FITE is an event where telephony signalling information is transferred in the
forward direction from an incoming signalling system to an outgoing signalling system.  The “forward”
direction of a FITE is referenced to the fact that a FITE propagates in a direction that is away from the
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originating end of a call.  Certain FITEs may also carry mandatory and optional information elements
pertinent to the event (e.g. address digits). 

8.2.2.1.2 BITEBITE.  A BITE is an event where telephony signalling information is transferred in the
reverse direction from an outgoing signalling system to an incoming signalling system.  The “backward”
direction of a BITE is referenced to the fact that a BITE propagates in a direction that is toward the
originating end of a call.  Certain BITEs may also carry mandatory and optional information elements
pertinent to the event (e.g. call attempt result information).

8.2.3 AES telephony interworkingAES telephony interworking

8.2.3.1 RelationshipRelationship of AES signalling systems of AES signalling systems.  Figure 8.2-1 depicts the relationship between the
AES circuit-mode procedures, their respective interworking procedures, and aircraft-specific telephony
signalling implementations.  In particular, the referenced figure defines both the usage of “incoming” and
“outgoing” procedures from the viewpoint of the originating call party and the external interface of the AES
circuit-mode procedures.

8.2.3.2 AESAES interworking telephony event definition interworking telephony event definition.  The AES circuit-mode procedures interwork
with aircraft telephony signalling systems via the forward and backward interworking telephony events defined
in the Standards.  The AES circuit-mode procedures must map specific interworking telephony events to
specific protocol interactions in the AES circuit-mode logic procedures where interactions with an aircraft
signalling system are required.  This mapping must also include parameter mapping where indicated in the
Standards.    

8.2.3.3 AircraftAircraft telephony interworking telephony interworking.  An on-aircraft telephony network is not be required to
implement any type or manner of physical network implementation.  Any particular implementation is at the
option of the aircraft operator as long as that implementation is made to interwork with the AES circuit-mode
procedure's interworking protocol.  

Note 1.! An aircraft operator might choose to not implement a discrete aircraft telephony signalling network
external to the AES equipments.  At their option, a “call control agent” function could be integrated within the
AES equipments in such a manner as to eliminate the need for a discrete aircraft signalling network.

Note 2.! In those cases where an AES is configured to sustain more than one simultaneous ATS call, the
aircraft's called terminal addresses should be configured into one or more appropriate “hunt groups”.  This
will reduce the incidence of ground-originated calls to a specific called terminal being blocked by an engaged
condition when an equally appropriate called terminal is available.

8.2.4 GES telephony interworkingGES telephony interworking

8.2.4.1 RelationshipRelationship of GES signalling systems of GES signalling systems.  Figure 8.2-2 depicts the relationship between the
GES circuit-mode procedures, their respective interworking procedures, and ground-specific telephony
signalling implementations.  In particular, the referenced figure defines both the usage of “incoming” and
“outgoing” procedures from the viewpoint of the originating call party and the interworking interface of the
GES circuit-mode procedures.

8.2.4.2 GESGES interworking telephony event definition interworking telephony event definition.  The GES circuit-mode procedures interwork
with terrestrial network telephony signalling systems via the forward and backward interworking telephony
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events defined in the Standards.  The GES circuit-mode procedures must map specific interworking telephony
events to specific protocol interactions in the GES circuit-mode logic procedures where interactions with a
terrestrial network signalling system are required.  This mapping must also include parameter mapping where
i n d i c a t e d  i n  t h e  S t a n d a r d s .
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Figure 8.2-1.  AES telephony interworking block diagramFigure 8.2-1.  AES telephony interworking block diagram
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Figure 8.2-2.  GES telephony interworking block diagramFigure 8.2-2.  GES telephony interworking block diagram
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8.3 IIMPLEMENTING SATELLITE VOICE IN THE ATS ENVIRONMENTMPLEMENTING SATELLITE VOICE IN THE ATS ENVIRONMENT

8.3.1 OverviewOverview.  The AMS(R)S voice service has basic operational attributes which fundamentally
differ with prevalent very high frequency (VHF) and high frequency (HF) voice operations.  This will require
close attention to how satellite voice is implemented in a data link-oriented ATS environment.  These
differences include a statistical delay in speech channel establishment, a perceptible delay in speech
propagation, circuit-switched operation, full-duplex operation, and the inability for aircraft to monitor
communications between the ground and other aircraft.  Additionally, the AMS(R)S voice service places
functional requirements on terrestrial facilities which are external to the GES (e.g. terrestrial networks and
ACF automation equipment) in order to maximize its utility.
  
8.3.2 ChannelChannel establishment delay establishment delay.  Upon call origination, each user must provide to its respective
AES or GES the telephone number of the desired destination and then wait for the system to establish a
speech channel.  This is in sharp contrast with conventional radio operations where typically each user
maintains a continuous listening watch on a radio channel.  In addition, the channel establishment delay is
statistical in nature and is dependent upon the over-all traffic load on the AMSS system.  

8.3.3 CallCall annunciation annunciation.  It is anticipated that aircraft operators will integrate the satellite voice
equipment with other aircraft systems in a manner very similar to current VHF and HF radio equipment. This
may lead to minor inconsistencies in how voice calls are managed on different aircraft.  For instance,
interwiring satellite voice equipment with existing aircraft audio control panels may lead to inherently
half-duplex operation on certain aircraft even though all of the intervening speech channels are full-duplex.
Incoming air-originated calls will, in many cases, be annunciated to the aircrew via a SELCAL chime or other
audible indication, and will require a crew action to answer the call.  This means that a ground user must
await a positive answer indication (e.g. crew voice response) before speech can begin.  Otherwise, there
would be no assurance to the ground user that the call is audible to the crew.  This particular aspect is quite
important given the expectation that:

a) satellite voice calls will be very infrequent in a data link oriented environment; and

b) the inability of an aircrew to monitor satellite voice communications by other aircraft
precludes positive, routine assurance that the proper aircraft audio panel selections have
been made.
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8.3.4 AircraftAircraft call management call management.  Aircraft flight management computer systems can be useful in
managing routine aspects of voice call management for the aircrew.  For instance, ground number directories
and selection menus can be provided by these systems so that the need for an aircrew to enter discrete
telephone numbers on a control/display device can be minimized.  These systems could also correlate with
directory information the associated data link end-system address information or the aircraft's position in
order to recommend an appropriate ground address for use in an ATC call.  However, it should be noted that
the crew must be able to select or otherwise imply the appropriate priority of a call attempt prior to
origination.    

8.3.5 Air-originatedAir-originated call information call information.  When the GES forwards an air-originated call to the
terrestrial network, the call indication will include, in addition to the desired ground address, the call's priority,
and the AES-ID and calling terminal-ID associated with the call.  (AMSS SARPs Figure E.4-1 refers).  The
call priority can be used by the terrestrial network to facilitate a potential pre-emption action within that
network and to notify the ground destination of the call's priority in cases where the ground user might be
servicing other calls.  The AES and terminal ID information is provided so as to facilitate correlated routing
(8.3.6) of the call (by an ACF or other facility) to the proper destination within that facility as determined by
the facility's information concerning the aircraft. 

8.3.6 Correlated routingCorrelated routing.   Call routing functions within a facility should be able to determine the
proper internal destination to which a call should be routed based on the facility's current data pertaining to
the aircraft.  This requires that the facility correlate the originating aircraft's AES-ID (8.3.5) with information
that it may have concerning the aircraft and then route the call to the relevant ground user.  Consideration
should be given to the establishment of a universal default agent code in the AMS(R)S ground numbering plan
(e.g., “000”) which would be known to all facilities to be an implied request by the aircrew to provide the
correlation function.  The remaining 999 code values in the agent code field would remain available for
discrete ground user addresses within a facility.   

8.3.7 FacilityFacility incoming call management incoming call management.  The ground user should have several options available
for those instances when an air-originated call arrives while they are conducting a pre-existing call with
another aircraft.  A ground user should be able to combine any reasonable number of satellite voice calls in a
conference so that the communications service can be managed in a manner similar to a VHF radio channel if
the ground user so chooses.  This can be implemented with a conventional telephony conference bridge
situated between the ground user and the terrestrial voice network.  In addition, the ground user should
receive an immediate presentation of the call information listed in 8.3.5 for all arriving calls so as to facilitate
a proper call handling decision.  Examples of two possible operational modes are as follows:  

a) Barge-inBarge-in: 

All arriving calls for an individual destination are automatically answered by an
automation function on behalf of the ground user; and are placed in a multi-way
conference consisting of the ground user and any existing calls.  This is intrinsically the
simplest mode of operation in that it allows all users to immediately contend for the
ground user's attention by listening for any active conversation just as in VHF radio.
Barging in to an active conversation, however, would require that the caller tie up a
C channel resource while waiting for the previous conversation to complete.
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b) Serial access with priority overrideSerial access with priority override:

An arriving call for an individual destination is automatically answered by an automation
function on behalf of the ground user.  Any additional calls arriving at a priority equal to
or lower than an existing call receive a “busy” indication and are cleared automatically.
Any additional calls arriving at a priority higher than an existing call are answered
automatically and conferenced with any call(s) that the ground user is currently
conducting.  This allows only higher priority calls to “barge-in” on existing calls.  It also
allows a calling aircrew (at the higher priority) to gain the ground user's attention
verbally without needlessly terminating an existing lower priority call.

8.3.8 AircraftAircraft microphone push-to-talk operation microphone push-to-talk operation.  The AMSS voice channel provides a
bi-directional audio path which is inherently full-duplex.  However, it is strongly recommended that
conventional (i.e. VHF-like) half-duplex push-to-talk (PTT) operation be maintained in all aircraft installations
! but only to the extent that the flight crew must actuate a PTT key in order to be heard by the ground user.
In other words, to-aircraft audio should always be audible in headphones without muting when the PTT key is
actuated.  (Designers should still pay due attention to cockpit speaker muting when a microphone is keyed.)
This will allow the crew to manage the satellite voice conversation in consideration of other concurrent flight
deck activities.  In addition, enforced PTT operation will help ensure that the potential future use of audio
conferencing at a ground user workstation is not impaired by uncontrolled cockpit ambient noise (i.e. from
“hot” microphones) in those instances where a controller has several satellite voice calls operating
simultaneously.   

8.3.8.1 Flight crews should be able to override enforced half-duplex operation so they can take
advantage of the full-duplex voice channel when the operational situation warrants (e.g. in-flight medical
emergencies).

8.4 TTERRESTRIAL VOICE NETWORK CONSIDERATIONSERRESTRIAL VOICE NETWORK CONSIDERATIONS

8.4.1 OverviewOverview.  The AMSS SARPs provide for the implementation of a shared, common-user
terrestrial voice switching network that interconnects each GES with one or more ground facilities expressly
for aeronautical safety communications.  This network can be composed of one or more subnetworks
operating in tandem to provide the appearance of a single cohesive network service between GESs and
external ground facilities (e.g. ACF, aircraft dispatch, etc.)  This network should be separate and distinct from
other networks which may be attached to a GES for non-safety purposes (e.g. the public switched telephone
network).  

8.4.2 Access controlAccess control.  For air-originated calls, access to the terrestrial safety network is achieved
by the AES encoding the access request signalling with a network-ID value of “10”.  This value will indicate
to the GES that the call shall be routed to the terrestrial safety network and that all SARPs specific signalling
information must be included with the call indication.  AES implementations should be subject to certification
provisions that ensure that it will not be possible for non-safety users on an aircraft to gain access to the
terrestrial safety network.  

8.4.3 RoutingRouting analysis analysis.  For air-originated calls, the GES will not analyze the ground address
information contained within an access request other than to interpret the network-ID value for selection of the
proper terrestrial network (i.e. “10”).  Upon receipt of the call indication from the GES, the terrestrial safety
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network must interpret the country and facility code fields contained in the call information and route the call
to the proper facility as required.  For ground-originated calls, the originating facility must provide the
terrestrial safety network with the ID of the desired GES along with the other call information (i.e. AES-ID,
terminal-ID, and call priority) when the call indication is conveyed to the network.

8.4.4 CallCall routing functions routing functions.  Call routing functions external to the GES can be categorized as
being either high-level routing between GESs and ground facilities, and low-level routing carried out within a
facility.  

8.4.4.1 High-levelHigh-level routing routing.  For air-originated calls, high-level routing consists of the terrestrial
safety network interpreting the country and facility codes which are contained in the ground address and
routing the call to the network's terminus with the proper facility.  For ground-originated calls, high-level
routing consists of the terrestrial safety network interpreting the GES-ID which was received in the call
information from the originating facility and routing the call to the network's terminus with the proper GES.

8.4.4.2 Low-levelLow-level routing routing.  When an air-originated call reaches the desired facility over the
terrestrial safety network, a low-level routing function within the facility must interpret the agent code
contained within the call information and then route the call to the indicated ground user.  It should be noted
that, if the agent code value indicates that the call must be correlated with other aircraft information at the
facility, the low-level routing function must also interpret the AES-ID contained within the call information and
then route the call within the facility based on the correlation results.

8.4.5 TerrestrialTerrestrial network implementation alternative network implementation alternative.  Particular switching network architectures
are not mandated for the terrestrial safety network.  For instance, individual agreements between AMSS
service providers and either administrations or aircraft operators may provide for the integration into the GES
equipments of some or all of the high-level routing functions.  This would then require that the GES perform
the routing tasks described in 8.4.4.1 and route calls to individual facilities via dedicated GES-to-facility trunk
groups.   

8.4.6 Pre-emptionPre-emption.  The terrestrial safety network, and/or its individual tandem subnetworks are
required to pre-empt and reallocate any resource assigned to an existing call when that call is blocking the
completion of a higher-priority call attempt.   The incidence of pre-empted calls can be minimized by
reserving one or more channels within all voice trunk group for high priority calls (e.g. distress/urgency).

8.5 IIMPLEMENTING THE GROUP CALLMPLEMENTING THE GROUP CALL//BROADCAST FUNCTIONSBROADCAST FUNCTIONS

8.5.1 OverviewOverview.  Under certain conditions a ground user may desire to establish a
ground-originated conference call (a group call) with several aircraft at once.  Similarly, there may be
occasions where there is a need to establish a one-way broadcast to a group of aircraft (a group broadcast).
 Although the group call and group broadcast functions are not explicitly provided for in the AMS(R)S system
protocols, equivalent functions can be readily catered for by implementing several basic call origination
functions in the facility automation system. 

8.5.2 GroupGroup call call.  The group call function can be effected by requiring that the ground user (or an
associated automation service) place independent calls to each aircraft designated by the user to be in the
group call or “conference”.  Separate, parallel calls through the terrestrial network and AMSS satellite service
would then be established for each aircraft in the conference.   The use of individual voice calls for each
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aircraft in the group can be easily implemented  and it also facilitates the centralized management of aircraft
entry-to and exit-from the conference by the user.  Except for the facility automation functions and the
low-level voice switching equipment serving the ground user, no other intervening tandem network (terrestrial
or AMSS) need do any specialized call processing in order to establish a group call.
  
8.5.2.1 The terrestrial network equipment immediately adjacent to the ground user should provide an
audio conference function on behalf of the user whereby all aircraft in the conference can hear speech audio
generated by other aircraft as well as the ground user.  This will provide a passive means to serialize access to
the ground user that is identical to that of VHF radio except for the satellite delay effects.  Additionally, the
facility automation function should also manage the “list” of aircraft in the group so that the ground user can
be constantly aware of the presence ! or absence ! of each aircraft in the group call.  

8.5.2.2 During group call origination, the individual aircraft speech channels in a group call cannot be
expected to begin operation simultaneously.  This is because (1) the call announcement signalling arriving
over the P channel will not reach all aircraft in the group call simultaneously, (2) C channel establishment
delay after receipt of this signalling will vary, and (3) all aircrew in the group may not be able to answer the
incoming call simultaneously due to primary attention to flight deck duties.  This latter human factors issue has
the potential to cause considerable confusion as various aircrew answer the call and enter the group
conference, especially if the aircrew are not aware that an incoming call is a group call.  The risk of this
confusion can be mitigated if the aircrew can be advised that an incoming call is actually a group call so that
they can remain quiet on the circuit until the ground user begins speaking.  One way to accomplish this is for
the facility automation function to transmit a repetitive audio alert tone sequence or recorded verbal advisory
until all aircraft have answered the call and are ready to participate in the conference.   

8.5.3 GroupGroup broadcast broadcast.  The procedures for group broadcast can be identical to those of group
call except that the conference function provided by the facility should not convey or relay any air-to-ground
audio that might inadvertently arrive from aircraft in the broadcast group.  As in the case of group call, human
factors considerations may require that there be some way to indicate the arrival of a one-way group broadcast
to the aircrew.  

8.6 IIMPLEMENTING THE CALL REGISTRATION FUNCTIONMPLEMENTING THE CALL REGISTRATION FUNCTION

8.6.1 GeneralGeneral.  Under normal circumstances, an ATS specialist who has available an AMS(R)S
voice communications service should be able to receive and maintain concurrent air-originated calls from a
reasonable number of aircraft.  (Section 8.3 provides further guidance on how this may be implemented.)
However, there may be operational situations where the ATS specialist wishes either to bar incoming calls or
to service arriving calls one at a time ! in other words return a “busy” indication to calling aircraft.  In these
instances, good operational practice should include both making an automatic record of the call attempt for the
ATS specialist (call “registration”) and advising the aircrew that their failed call attempt has been registered.
This notification to the aircrew would carry an implied intent on the part of the ATS specialist to originate a
subsequent reciprocal call to the originating aircraft at the first opportunity.

Note.! Section 8.3.5 describes the air-originated call information elements that can be used by the terrestrial
facilities to accomplish call registration.  The GES and terrestrial network facilities are required to convey this
information to the ground user facility.
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8.6.2 SignallingSignalling of the call registration event of the call registration event.  The SARPs require that a call attempt to a busy
destination be deemed unsuccessful and that a “call unsuccessful ! called party busy” event (BITE 16) then
be generated by the end-user's network facilities.  (Intervening telephony signalling systems, including those of
the AMS(R)S subnetwork, convey this event to the aircrew.)  The call registration event is considered a
variation of the BITE 16 event and it is carried over the AMS(R)S subnetwork by a unique code value in the
cause value parameter of the AMS(R)S “call progress ! channel release” LIDU.  (SARPs Figures E.1-7 and
E.4-7 refer.)   Both terrestrial network facilities and network-specific telephony interworking logic within the
GES must support the conveyance of this backward signal to the GES's air-origination logic procedure if the
recommended call registration facility is implemented.  

8.7 NNOTES ON THE AMSOTES ON THE AMS((RR))S AIRS AIR--ORIGINATION PROCEDUREORIGINATION PROCEDURE

8.7.1 GeneralGeneral.  The procedures defined in the AMSS SARPs for use in air-originated AMS(R)S
calls differ from other prevalent AMSS procedures which may be in use for non-safety calls (e.g. aeronautical
public correspondence).  The AMS(R)S procedures provide comparatively shorter and more consistent access
delay performance for calls originated at the safety priorities.  

8.7.2 Access request phaseAccess request phase

8.7.2.1 AbbreviatedAbbreviated access request SU access request SU.  An “abbreviated access request” SU is used in the
AMS(R)S procedures as a means to deliver all call information (i.e. ground address and calling terminal-ID)
to the GES concurrent with the R channel access request.  This eliminates the need for the GES to await
receipt of this information on the C channel sub-band as is the case for the prevalent non-AMS(R)S
procedure. 

8.7.2.2 SeriesSeries transmission of redundant access requests transmission of redundant access requests.  In order to mitigate the effects of
R channel collisions on circuit-mode access delay performance, the AES will send a short series of identical
abbreviated access request SUs upon both the initial access attempt and each of the four subsequent attempts
(which are initiated by expiry of timer tA50) for a total of five attempts.  The quantity of identical SUs in the
series increases with increasing call priority.  The probability of receiving at least one abbreviated access
request SU at the GES upon each of the five attempts over an R channel loaded to 15 per cent is depicted in
Table 8.7-1.  (The table brackets the expected performance by depicting two cases where all conflicting
R channel traffic from other AESs comprises either 1-SU bursts or  3-SU bursts.)

Table 8.7-1.  Probability of delivering at least one abbreviated access request SU (per cent)Table 8.7-1.  Probability of delivering at least one abbreviated access request SU (per cent)

CCALL PRIORITY ALL PRIORITY ((SERIES LENGTHSERIES LENGTH))
CCONFLICTING TRAFFIC ONFLICTING TRAFFIC 

COMPRISING COMPRISING 1-SU1-SU BURSTS BURSTS
CCONFLICTING TRAFFICONFLICTING TRAFFIC

COMPRISING COMPRISING 3-SU3-SU BURSTS BURSTS

Distress/urgency (4) 99.99 97.9
Flight safety (3) 99.7 93.7
Regularity/meteorological (2) 97.5 89.2

Note 1.! The table is derived from a simulation which assumes that 15 per cent of the R channel slots are
occuppied by at least one transmission.  In other words, R channel utilization is slot occupancy as perceived
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by the AES and not by the GES.  (It is uncertain whether a GES can sense R channel slot collisions and
include them in its channel utilization calculations for system management purposes.)

Note 2.! The 3-SU conflicting bursts were constrained in the simulation to never overlap in time so as to
achieve a worst case prediction.

8.7.3 SimultaneousSimultaneous set-up of circuit segments by the GES set-up of circuit segments by the GES.  In addition to the enhanced delivery
reliability for the abbreviated access request SU as described in Section 8.7.2.2, end-to-end access delay
performance is further aided by the GES beginning forward completion of the call across the terrestrial
network at the same instant at which the GES allocates C channel resources and begins C channel
establishment in the backward direction.  Immediate initiation of forward call completion is possible because
the AMS(R)S abbreviated access request SU contains allall necessary call information as described in
Section 8.7.2.1.  By establishing both the satellite and terrestrial segments of the end-to-end call
concurrently, the limiting factor in end-to-end access delay (after receipt of the abbreviated access request
SU) is the longer of either the terrestrial network call completion delay oror the C channel establishment delay
- but not the sum total of both delays as would be typical of the non-AMS(R)S procedure.

8.7.4 AESAES interworking with non-compliant GES interworking with non-compliant GES.  There may be certain AMS(R)S service areas
where one or more GESs are not equipped to support the AMS(R)S air-origination procedure (e.g. prior to
a mandatory ICAO implementation date).  The AMS(R)S procedure as defined for the AES accommodates
this by being inherently compatible with both equipped and non-equipped GESs.  (mode switching or crew
intervention are not necessary.)  Specific attributes of the AMS(R)S air-origination procedure that allow an
equipped AES to interwork with both types of GESs are as follows:

a) the format of the abbreviated access request SU is identical to that of the equivalent
non-AMS(R)S access request SU except that the digit No. 2-9 and terminal ID fields
are designated as reserved in the latter SU.  This allows a non-equipped GES to
interpret the call attempt as it would for a non-AMS(R)S call (i.e. the call information
extracted from the SU is identical to that for a non-AMS(R)S call);

b) equipped and non-equipped GESs will discard any redundant copies of an access
request SU.  Therefore, receipt by the GES of multiple copies of the abbreviated
access request SU will not result in call processing logic errors.  (Multiple receipt may
occur in the absence of R channel collisions or if timer tA50 has expired before the
AES has received a C channel assignment SU); and

c) the C channel sub-band signalling and continuity test logic for equipped and
non-equipped AESs and GESs is identical.  Of particular note is the fact that an
equipped AES will repeat the digit No. 2-9 and terminal ID fields (from the
abbreviated access request SU) on the C channel sub-band in a manner identical to that
of a non-equipped AES.  This particular aspect of the AMS(R)S procedure is key to
the ability for an equipped AES to interwork with any GES.

Note.! The end-to-end access delay performance through a non-equipped GES will not correspond to that
realized when an equipped GES is in use.

8.8 CCIRCUITIRCUIT--MODE ACCESS DELAY PERFORMANCEMODE ACCESS DELAY PERFORMANCE
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Note.! Except where noted, projections of end-to-end circuit-mode access delay performance are based on R
and P channels operating at channel rates of 10 500 bits/s.

8.8.1 Air-originatedAir-originated calls calls.  Sections 8.7.2 and 8.7.3 describe the special attributes of the
AMS(R)S air-origination procedure that result in enhanced access delay performance for the safety versus
non-safety user.  With respect to the concurrent set-up of both C channel and terrestrial network resources
(8.7.3), the benefits of this improved procedure are most apparent when the access delay component that is
incurred within the terrestrial network facilities is no greater than that which is incurred by C channel
establishment.  As a point of reference it should be noted that the GES will require a minimum of six seconds
(latency) to establish a C channel ! measured from the time at which the C channel assignment SU is
enqueued for P channel service.  This implies that to derive maximum benefit from the enhanced
air-origination procedure, the terrestrial network facilities should impart no more than an equivalent delay
component to the end-to-end access delay performance ! including the time for the answer indication to flow
in the backward direction.  

8.8.1.1 GESGES C channel demodulator acquisition delay C channel demodulator acquisition delay.  [Part I, 3.4.4] allows three  seconds
(99 per cent) for the GES C channel demodulator to recover the received carrier and achieve frame lock.
(This is included in the aforementioned six-second minimum for the GES to establish a C channel after it has
received a request.)  The SARPs section further recommends that implementors achieve shorter acquisition
times.  This delay has a direct effect on the minimum achievable end-to-end delay in those cases where the
terrestrial network is able to provide an access delay component of less than six seconds (8.8.1).

8.8.1.2 End-to-endEnd-to-end access delay for air-originations access delay for air-originations.  If one can assume that the delay component
which is attributable to the terrestrial network facilities can be constrained to be no greater than the
component attributable to C channel establishment, then end-to-end access delay in the absence of any
significant contending P channel traffic can be as short as eight seconds (95 per cent) for air-originations.   If
a GES is provisioned with C channel demodulators which exhibit acquisition performance akin to that of the
AES's burst mode of operation, then a five second (95 per cent) end-to-end access delay figure is possible
provided that the terrestrial network facilities can provide an equivalent improvement in performance.

8.8.2 Ground-originatedGround-originated calls calls.  The AES and GES logic procedures for ground-originated
AMS(R)S calls are essentially identical to those of the prevalent non-safety AMSS procedures.  The expected
access delay component that is attributable to the AMS(R)S subnetwork in the absence of any significant
contending P channel traffic is projected to be six seconds (95 per cent).  (Inclusive of three seconds for GES
C channel demodulator acquisition overhead).  A terrestrial network facility delay component of four to six
seconds will result in an expected end-to-end access delay of 10 to 12 seconds (95 per cent).  Improvements
in either terrestrial network or GES demodulator overhead will yield an equivalent improvement in the
end-to-end delay performance.

8.8.3 ProjectionsProjections of AMS(R)S subnetwork call set-up delay of AMS(R)S subnetwork call set-up delay.   The call processing delays in
Section 8.4.1 of the SARPs specify only the components of AMS(R)S call set-up delay attributable to the
performance of AES and GES equipments.  These performance parameters, while not entirely deterministic
in nature, are not likely to exhibit a significant statistical variance.  This is because the parameters are
specified as maximum internal processing delays exclusive of any transmission delays or queuing delays for
link layer service such as that which might be experienced by a telephony signalling CM-LIDU awaiting
P channel transmission.   However, the over-all AMS(R)S subnetwork delay to establish an air or
ground-originated call, which willwill be subject to the statistical performance of the link layer, is likely to be of
interest to system planners.  Based on simulation studies using a traffic model identical to that used to
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determine the packet-mode performance requirements in Section 7 of the SARPs, AMS(R)S subnetwork call
set-up delay performance for air and ground-originated calls is projected to be as depicted in Table 8.8-1.

Table 8.8-1.  Projected AMS(R)S subnetwork call set-up delay performance, (seconds)Table 8.8-1.  Projected AMS(R)S subnetwork call set-up delay performance, (seconds)
(R and P channels operating at 600 and 10 500 bits/s)(R and P channels operating at 600 and 10 500 bits/s)

Air-originations AMS(R)S subnetwork signalling transitAMS(R)S subnetwork signalling transit
delaydelay

(Difference between the time at
which an air-originated call request
(incoming FITE 18) is received at
the AES interworking interface and
the time at which the GES
forwards the resultant call
indication (outgoing FITE 18) to
the terrestrial network.)

AverageAverage

4
[@ 600 bits/s]

3
[@ 10 500 bits/s]

95 percentile95 percentile

6 - 11 [@ 600
bits/s]

3 - 7
[@ 10 500 bits/s]

Call set-up delayCall set-up delay

(Difference between the time at
which an air-originated call request
(incoming FITE 18) is received at
the AES interworking interface and
the time at which the C channel is
ready for speech).

12 -14
[@ 600 bits/s]

10 - 11
[@ 10 500 bits/s]

14 - 23 [@
600 bits/s]

11 - 14 [@ 10
500 bits/s]

Ground-originations Call set-up delayCall set-up delay

(Difference between the time at
which a ground-originated call
request (incoming FITE 18) is
received at the GES interworking
interface and the time at which the
C channel is ready for speech and
the AES forwards the resultant call
indication (outgoing FITE 18) to
the AES interworking interface.)

9 - 11
[@ 600 bits/s]

9
[@ 10 500 bits/s]

10 - 17 [@ 600
bits/s]

10
[@ 10 500 bits/s]

Note.! Each performance parameter is applicable to all AMS(R)S priorities except for those parameters
expressed as a range of values for highest to lowest priority.

8.9 SSUBJECTIVE VOICE QUALITY EVALUATIONUBJECTIVE VOICE QUALITY EVALUATION

8.9.1 GeneralGeneral.  The end-to-end performance requirements that were used to establish a basis for
the BT laboratories voice encoding algorithm have been characterized in terms of intelligibility and
acceptability.  Intelligibility has been measured using the diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) or modified rhyme test
(MRT), and acceptability has been measured using the diagnostic acceptability measure (DAM) or mean
opinion score (MOS).
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8.9.2 IntelligibilityIntelligibility.  Intelligibility based on DRT or MRT was demonstrated to be 92 per cent or
better under quiet conditions and 87 per cent or better when subjected to noise levels of up to 87 dB,
referenced to 0.0002 microbar using a C-weighted curve.

8.9.3 AcceptabilityAcceptability.  Acceptability based on DAM (or MOS) was demonstrated to be 58 (3.75 out
of 5.0) or better under quiet conditions and 53 (3.25 out of 5.0) or better when subjected to noise levels of
up to 87 dB, referenced to 0.0002 microbar using C-weighted curve.

Note.! 87 dB is the ambient noise level of the military E4B aircraft.  The 87 per cent DRT is based on using
a noise cancelling microphone in an aircraft noise environment and an intermediate reference system (IRS,
CCITT Red Book, Recommendation P.48, Volume V, 1985) handset in an office or ATC room environment.

Note.! These voice quality standards are minimum standards measured at a BER of 1x10-3.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


